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ABSTRACT 

Background and aims: Unrecognized intestinal mucosal ischemia in severely ill patients 
may trigger development of multiple organ failure. The severity of intestinal mucosal 
ischemia can be evaluated by intraluminal tonometry reflecting mucosal PCO2 and  
intramucosal pH (pHi). The aims of this thesis were to develop a method for continuous 
saline tonometry and to compare it with standard saline tonometry and other methods for 
detection of mucosal ischemia, to analyse circulatory control mechanisms during intestinal 
hypoperfusion and to evaluate the effect of dopexamine on intestinal circulation.  

Methods: A modified standard tonometry catheter with a semipermeable balloon was 
integrated in a closed system with circulating physiologic saline. The PCO2 of the saline 
equilibrated with mucosal PCO2 and by measuring saline PCO2 in a separate measurement 
unit pHi could be calculated. This novel system was tested in vitro (I) and in vivo during 
stable conditions and during induced ischemia and at reperfusion in anesthetized pigs (II, 
III). In a porcine study, continuous saline tonometry was evaluated against standard saline 
tonometry, tissue oxygenation (PO2 TISSUE), jejunal mucosal perfusion (laser doppler 
flowmetry; LDF) and mesenteric net lactate flux during graded reductions of superior 
mesenteric arterial pressure (PSMA) to 70, 50 and 30 mmHg (IV). Local control mechanisms 
for maintenance of intestinal oxygenation were analysed (IV). In study V we explored 
hemodynamic and metabolic effects of dopexamine on the intestinal vascular bed during 
graded reductions in intestinal perfusion pressure (IPP). Mucosal lactate production was 
separately assessed by microdialysis. 

Results: Continuous saline tonometry measured accurate PCO2 values both in vitro and in 
vivo (I, II). It also recorded changes in pHi at restricted intestinal circulation and at 
reperfusion (III, IV). The calculated pHi values were in close agreement with those 
obtained by standard saline tonometry and well in line with PO2 TISSUE, LDF and lactate 
flux. Rise time (i.e the time to increase from 10% to 90% of the steady state level) was 112 
minutes (I-III) and it was reduced to 59 minutes (IV) after improvement of the equipment. 
Local control mechanisms were found to be insufficient at a PSMA of 30 mmHg. At this 
pressure level pHi was reduced to 7.10 and intestinal net lactate production was 
demonstrated. Absence of anaerobic intestinal metabolism was verified at an IPP ≥41 
mmHg (corresponding to a PSMA of 50 mmHg), pHi ≥ 7.22 and a PCO2 gap ≤ 15.8 mmHg. 
The main findings in Study V were that dopexamine induced negative regional metabolic 
effects at the lowest IPP, as expressed by decreased PO2 TISSUE and pHi, and accordingly 
increased PCO2 gap and intestinal net lactate production.  

Conclusions: Continuous saline tonometry performed well during stable conditions and it 
quickly reflected a decrease in pHi, induced by intestinal hypoperfusion and an increase in 
pHi at reperfusion. Results are well in line with the findings obtained by standard saline 
tonometry, tissue oxygen tension monitoring, laser Doppler flowmetry and measurement of 
mesenteric net lactate flux. Levels of IPP, pHi and PCO2 gap as indicators of aerobic 
conditions were defined. Dopexamine unexpectedly induced a decrease of PO2 TISSUE and 
pHi as well as an increase in intestinal lactate production at the lowest PSMA level. 

Key words: gastrointestinal tonometry, continuous, pig, pHi, intestinal ischemia, intestinal 
vascular bed, lactate, tissue oxygen tension, microdialysis, dopexamine. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

 
ANOVA  Analysis of variance 
CO  Cardiac output 
CO2  Carbon dioxide 
CVP  Central venous pressure 
DO2  Mesenteric oxygen delivery 
EtCO2  End tidal PCO2 
Gf  Autoregulatory capacity 
HR  Heart rate 
IPP  Intestinal perfusion pressure 
Lactate flux  Mesenteric net lactate flux 
LDF  Laser Doppler flowmetry 
MAP  Mean arterial pressure 
O2  Oxygen 
O2 extraction  Tissue oxygen extraction ratio 
PCO2 gap  Difference between regional PCO2 and arterial  
                 blood PCO2 or end-tidal PCO2  
pHi  Intramucosal pH 
PO2 TISSUE  Tissue oxygen tension 
PSMA   Superior mesenteric arterial pressure 
PMES  Superior mesenteric venous blood pressure 
QMES  Superior mesenteric venous blood flow 
RMES  Mesenteric vascular resistance 
Rise time  The time to increase from 10% to 90% of the  
  steady state level 
SD  Standard deviation 
SEM  Standard error of the mean 
SMA  Superior mesenteric artery 
VO2  Mesenteric oxygen uptake 
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INTRODUCTION 

Aortic surgery and especially surgery on ruptured aortic aneurysms, as well as 
other surgical emergencies, may induce reductions in gut perfusion resulting in an 
imbalance between intestinal oxygen delivery and demand. Such intestinal 
hypoperfusion may cause ischemia and lead to increased gastrointestinal mucosal 
permeability. Translocation of bacteria and toxins across the gastrointestinal 
mucosa play a substantial role in the pathogenesis of systemic inflammatory 
response syndrome and in the development of multiple organ dysfunction 
syndrome (1-4). The arrangement of capillaries in the mucosal villi makes the 
intestinal mucosa especially susceptible to ischemia (5), and detection of regional 
mucosal ischemia in an early stage can facilitate early supportive treatment of 
patients at risk. Since the blood distribution to organs is uneven, systemic 
hemodynamic parameters are not specific for detection of changes in 
gastrointestinal perfusion (6). Therefore, more specific methods for detection of 
regional hypoperfusion are needed (7). Gastrointestinal tonometry can provide an 
opportunity to evaluate gastrointestinal perfusion (8-11). Measurements of mucosal 
PCO2 and blood bicarbonate concentrations make it possible to calculate mucosal 
pH (pHi) as a marker of mucosal anaerobic metabolism. The tonometry method for 
measuring pHi is well established, and has been validated in several studies (12-
16). In this thesis, the development and evaluation of a new continuous saline 
tonometry method is described. Further, the efficacy of this new tonometry method 
for detection of intestinal hypoperfusion is compared with other available methods 
in a porcine model. 

Intestinal circulation 

Anatomy and physiology. 
About 25% of cardiac output in the resting state is directed to the splanchnic 

region, and regional oxygen consumption is about 30% of the whole body oxygen 
consumption (17). The arterial inflow to the splanchnic vascular bed is from the 
celiac trunk, the superior mesenteric artery and the inferior mesenteric artery, 
where the superior mesenteric artery stands for the main inflow to both the small 
bowel and the colon. The main arteries branch into numerous small arteries 
entering the intestinal wall, forming the submucosal plexus from which the vessels 
enter the different intestinal layers. The intestinal mucosa has a rich vascular 
supply and at rest 65-75% of the total intestinal blood flow is distributed to the 
mucosa (18). During maximal vasodilatation, about 90% of total intestinal blood 
flow is distributed to the mucosa (19-21). In the villi, the artery and the vein are in 
close contact with each other. This countercurrent arrangement of blood flow in the 
mucosal villi makes them susceptible to hypoxia during mucosal hypoperfusion 
(5). The venous drainage from the gastrointestinal tract flows mainly via the portal 
vein. Nearly 30% of the total blood volume is pooled in the splanchnic venous 
capacitance vessels.  
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Regulation of intestinal circulation. 

Remote control factors. 
Control of vascular tone by neurogenic mechanisms is mediated mainly through 

sympathetic vasoconstrictor fibers. Also humoral factors, including circulating 
catecholamines, vasopressin and angiotensin influence regional vascular tone (19). 

 Local control factors. 
Local autoregulation of vascular tone is achieved by an interaction between 

myogenic and metabolic factors. Both factors act together to maintain a constant 
blood flow over a wide perfusion pressure range. Myogenically active 
“pacemaker” cells situated in the arteriolar wall reacts by contraction during 
increased arterial blood pressure and by relaxation during reduced blood pressure 
in order to keep local blood flow constant (22-24). Decreased blood flow leads to a 
reduced tissue oxygen tension and the accumulation of metabolic vasodilatory 
substances (25). When nutritive blood flow is deficient, the reduced oxygen supply 
is counteracted by arteriolar vasodilatation and capillary recruitment bringing about 
an increase in oxygen delivery (26). Increased oxygen extraction and redistribution 
of blood flow towards the mucosa are other factors that occur as part of local 
responses to maintain adequate tissue oxygenation.  

Dopexamine (paper V) 

Dopexamine hydrochloride, a synthetic catecholamine, which acts mainly 
through activation of dopaminergic (DA-1) and beta-2-adrenoceptors (27), is 
frequently used to improve systemic circulation and oxygenation, and appears to 
possess particularly beneficial effects on splanchnic perfusion (28-30). A mild 
positive inotropic effect is mediated by beta-1-adrenoceptor stimulation. 
Dopexamine has been shown to increase intestinal blood flow and to decrease 
intestinal vascular resistance in different clinical situations, such as during major 
surgery, sepsis or regional hypoperfusion (31-33). At low intestinal perfusion 
pressures (about 30 mm Hg) dopexamine has been shown, in an experimental 
study, to induce intestinal vasodilatation in excess of what was produced by 
intrinsic autoregulation (34). This observation indicates that there is a vasodilatory 
reserve in the intestinal vascular bed also under conditions of low intestinal 
perfusion pressures. Whether this reported beneficial circulatory effect of 
dopexamine is associated with an improved regional metabolic situation is still 
unclear. Some studies have demonstrated an increase in pHi (30), while others have 
reported a decrease in pHi, in spite of increased splanchnic blood flow (35, 36). In 
addition, there are experimental data demonstrating an unaltered or decreased net 
lactate production across the splanchnic vascular bed during dopexamine infusion 
(37, 38). 
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AIMS OF THE THESIS 

Since standard saline tonometry is time consuming and does not permit continuous 
monitoring, we formed the following aims: 

 

• To develop an apparatus for continuous saline tonometry with good 
handling capabilities and accurate readings.  

 

• To compare continuous saline tonometry with standard saline tonometry 
during stable conditions.  

 

• To compare continuous saline tonometry with standard saline tonometry 
and other methods for detection of intestinal hypoperfusion. 

  

After evaluation of our continuous saline tonometry equipment and further im-
provement, we aimed to apply it in more complex physiological situations: 

 

• To analyse the efficacy of intrinsic compensatory mechanisms during 
intestinal hypoperfusion and to define levels of intestinal perfusion 
pressure, pHi and PCO2 gap above which mucosal ischemia does not 
occur. 

 

• To analyse effects of dopexamine on the intestinal vascular bed and its 
metabolic response during controlled reductions in intestinal perfusion 
pressure. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Tonometry 

Standard tonometry (Papers I, II, and III) 
The standard tonometry balloon for sigmoid measurement of pHi was used in 

Papers I, II, and III (TRIP, Sigmoid Catheter, Tonometrics Inc. MA, USA). The 
semipermeable balloon at the end of the catheter was filled with 2.5 ml of 
physiologic saline solution, and after equilibration with the surrounding mucosa, 
samples were aspirated and analysed for PCO2 in a blood gas analyzer (ABL 300, 
Radiometer Copenhagen). To calculate the pHi, the PCO2 in the tonometry balloon 
and the bicarbonate concentration in arterial blood were inserted in the Henderson-
Hasselbalchs equation, pHi = 6.1 + log ([HCO3

-] / PCO2corr x 0.0307), where 
[HCO3

-] is the bicarbonate concentration in blood and 0.0307 the solubility of CO2 
in plasma. Analysis of PCO2 in the saline from the standard tonometry balloon was 
performed every hour, allowing an equilibration time of 60 minutes. As 
recommended by the manufacturer, the first ml of the aspirated saline was always 
discarded before analysis. This method is time-consuming and sensitive for 
sampling errors (39) and only intermittent measurements are possible (most often 
hourly). Sixty to 90 minutes are recommended equilibration times, but some 
authors have used as short times as 20 minutes by use of a correction factor given 
by the manufacturer (16, 40). Correction factors are given for intervals down to 10 
minutes, but the accuracy of the measurement is decreased, as shown in the in vitro 
experiments reported by Creteur et al. (41). 

Gas tonometry (Paper V) 
During the development of the continuous saline tonometry, an automated 

tonometry system became commercially available (Tonocap®, Tonometrics Inc.). 
This method uses air instead of saline in the tonometry catheter. Gas samples are 
taken intermittently from the equilibrated air in the balloon and analyzed by an 
infrared sensor. In order to calculate pHi blood gas analyses need to be performed 
and the value of [HCO3

-] entered to the Tonocap® (42, 43). For calculation of 
endtidal PCO2 gap end tidal PCO2 (EtCO2) from the endotracheal tube needs to be 
measured. The Tonocap® gives the possibility of frequent intermittent 
measurements, with as short intervals as 10 minutes.  

In study V, pHi, as measured by the Tonocap device was calculated according to 
the following equation:  pHi = pHa + log (PaCO2/PrCO2).  

One limitation with the Tonocap® device used in this study was that the upper 
measuring limit (a PCO2 value of 15.9 kPa) was reached and exceeded during 
severe mucosal ischemia. 
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Continuous saline tonometry (Papers I, II, and III)  
We describe our modification of standard saline tonometry to a technique for 

continuous PCO2 measurements, by circulation of saline in a closed system. A 
standard tonometry catheter (TRIP, Sigmoid Catheter, Tonometrics Inc. MA, USA) 
was modified for use in our experimental system. The tonometry catheter has a 
tube which is impermeable to gas (outside diameter 2.3 mm). This tube leads into a 
gas semi-permeable silicone elastomer balloon. We modified this catheter by 
adding an extra tube (inside diameter 1.0 mm, outside diameter 1.6 mm, Habia, 
Sweden) into the balloon. Hence, the balloon could not only be filled with saline, 
but the saline could also be circulated with the aid of a pump. We attached an 
external PCO2 sensor to a special measurement chamber in order to continuously 
measure PCO2 in the circulating saline. The measurement system is schematically 
depicted in Figure 1. The chamber was constructed in order to get a large area of 
contact between the PCO2 sensor and the circulating saline. A special fitting was 
used to attach a standard transcutaneous PCO2 sensor (E5280 Solid State, 
Radiometer, Copenhagen) to the measurement chamber. The use of a silicone 
membrane between the PCO2 sensor and circulating saline made the system 
leakproof. Furthermore, contact liquid (544416, Radiometer, Copenhagen) was 
used between the sensor and the silicone membrane. A TCM20 monitor 
(Radiometer Copenhagen) was connected to the transcutaneous PCO2 sensor. A 
standard peristaltic infusion pump (Terumo, STC 503, Tokyo, Japan) was used to 
circulate the liquid at a speed of 60 ml·h-1. This value was determined by trial and 
error to be the largest turnover not causing problems in that particular pump type 
due to increased pressure in the system. The volume in the circulating system was 
10.5 ml. Because of problems with gas bubbles in the tubing a gas trap was 
constructed. In Papers II and III, a simple vertically positioned gas trap, consisting 
of a three-way stopcock, was attached to the measurement chamber. During the 
eight hours long registration in Paper II, the PCO2 sensor was calibrated by a gas 
mixture calibration standard (CO2 5%, Radiometer Medical A/S, Denmark) at the 
onset of the experiment and after 4 hours.  

A crucial aspect of the validation of continuous saline tonometry was to 
determine the rise time, i.e. the time to increase from 10% to 90% of the steady 
state level, during in vitro and in vivo settings. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  A schematic 
illustration of the continu-
ous saline tonometry 
apparatus. 
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Improved continuous saline tonometry (Paper IV) 
The continuous saline tonometry system described above was modified and 

improved in several aspects. First, the total volume of saline in the closed system 
was reduced from 10.5 ml to 7.5 ml. Second, the measurement chamber was rebuilt 
and modified with a leakproof fitting for the PCO2 sensor, eliminating one silicone 
membrane that previously acted as a seal between the circulating saline and the 
sensor. Third, a separate measurement unit was constructed and equipped with a 
laboratory pump. Fourth, a thermostat set at 37 °C regulated the temperature in the 
measurement chamber. 

The improved continuous saline tonometry system was tested in vitro. The 
experimental setup consisted of two open containers filled with physiologic saline 
at 37° C. In the first container, the PCO2 was kept at a physiological level of 7.3 
kPa by an infusion of CO2 bubbles at a constant rate. In the second container, the 
PCO2 was kept at 18 kPa by a flow of CO2 gas of a higher concentration in order to 
simulate ischemic conditions. The physiologic saline in the balloons had a PCO2 of 
7.3 kPa at the start of the experiment. Eighteen separate experiments were 
performed. The tonometry balloon was placed in the container with the higher 
PCO2 content. The saline in the continuous saline tonometry equipment was 
circulated with the aid of a pump. The increase in PCO2 in the circulated saline 
solution was continuously recorded during 90 minutes by a TCM3 monitor 
(Radiometer Medical A/S, Denmark). In order to evaluate the ability of the system 
to detect not only a increase in PCO2 but also a decrease, the tonometry balloon 
was quickly placed into the container with the PCO2 value in the physiologic range. 
Decreases in PCO2 were recorded during 90 minutes. Data were stored in a 
computer based signal acquisition and analysis system (AcqKnowledge® III, 
Biopac Systems Inc., CA, USA).  

Laser Doppler flowmetry (Papers IV and V) 

The Doppler phenomenon was described by J. C. Doppler in 1842, and this 
principle has been used for velocity determination of moving objects. Laser 
Doppler flowmetry for blood flow measurements was introduced by Riva et al. in 
1972 (44). This method has been applied for gastrointestinal blood flow measure-
ments by several research groups (45-47). 

When a light beam is reflected by moving objects a change in wavelength 
occurs and this phenomenon is called Doppler-shift. A static object reflects light 
without any wavelength shift. With the use of monochromatic laser light (600-
800nm) to illuminate tissue in vivo as well as collection of the scattered light 
beams, the mean speed and concentration of the moving objects (red blood cells) 
can be calculated from the altered distribution of wavelengths. Blood flow is 
expressed in arbitrary perfusion units (PU) and is described as being equivalent to 
the number of red blood cells contained in the volume of blood through which the 
laser light is passing and the speed at which the red blood cells are moving. Tissue 
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properties, light source wavelength and probe configuration are factors that 
influence measuring depth (Fig. 2) (48-50). Measurement quality is dependent on 
minimal movements by peristalsis, motions of the optical fibre line, probe 
angulation and pressure against the tissue (51). In our studies, wavelength and 
probe configuration suitable for mucosal blood flow determination were used.    

  
Figure 2.  The measuring depth of the laser doppler probe is dependent on the distance between the 
transmitting fibre and the receiving fibre (fibre separation) shown in the left panel and the wavelength 
of the light source shown in the right panel.  (Reprint with permission from Perimed) 
 

Jejunal mucosal perfusion was continuously measured using laser Doppler 
flowmetry (LDF) with a specially designed catheter (probe 415-134, Perimed AB, 
Sweden). The catheter had two laser Doppler optical fibres of equal length, 
terminating at the tip and facing the mucosa perpendicular to the axial line of the 
catheter. Each fibre had a core diameter of 150 µm and a fibre separation of 250 
µm. The wavelength of the emitted laser light was 780 nm and the Doppler shift 
frequency was 20 kHz. The probe was connected to a base unit (PeriFlux 4001 
Master®, Perimed AB, Sweden). Calibration was performed according to the 
manufacturer at 0 PU (perfusion units) on a plastic disc at optical zero and at 250 
PU using a motility standard provided by the manufacturer. In our studies, the laser 
Doppler signal was considered adequate when no visible movement artefacts were 
observed, when measurements of total backscatter was adequate, and when pulse 
waves and respiratory fluctuations could be identified. Data from the most 
consistent optical fibre recording are presented. 

Ultra-sound transit-time flowmetry (Papers IV and V) 

This technique was described by Drost in 1978, and has been available for 
blood flow measurements since 1983 when the first commercial flowmeter was 
introduced. The flow probe consists of two ultrasound transducers and a fixed 
reflector positioned on the opposite side of the transducers with the vessel located 
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in between (Fig. 3). A Doppler signal is sent simultaneously upstream and 
downstream and the upstream passage against blood flow takes longer time than 
downstream passage resulting in a difference in transit time. The difference in 
integrated transit time is a measure of volume flow. This method is accurate, 
insensitive for blood flow profile and vessel diameter, and can be applied with 
minimal trauma to the vessel. Transit time flowmetry correlates well with other 
blood flow measurement techniques (52-55). A slight amount of saline solution is 
used to accommodate for differences in probe size and vessel diameter. The size of 
the probe was chosen so that the probe could easily be placed around the vessel 
without causing any visible compression. The probes are pre-calibrated and zero 
blood flow was verified by immersing the probe in water. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Principle of the Transonic flow 
probe (see text). 

 

Tissue oxygen tension monitoring (Papers IV and V) 

Tissue oxygen tension, (PO2 TISSUE) monitoring with needle probes was first 
reported in 1960. Since then, there has been a considerable progress in technology, 
and consequently tissue oxygen partial pressure monitoring is feasible in almost all 
organs and tissue types (56-58). PO2 TISSUE monitoring is based on the fact that 
oxygen diffuses from the tissue through the polyethylene wall of the catheter tube 
into its inner electrolyte chamber (Fig. 4). Here O2 is transformed at a negatively 
polarized gold electrode, the polarographic cathode, to OH- ions according to the 
formula:  

O2 + 2 H2O + 2 e- ↔ H2O2 + 2 OH- 

 H2O2 + 2 e- ↔ 2 OH- 

The current from the O2 reduction is the raw signal to the sensor. The anode of 
the circuit is approx. 3 cm remote in the rear of the electrolyte chamber. Thereby 
measured tissue oxygenation is determined near the tip of the probe in a cylindrical 
tissue layer located concentrically along the axis of the microcatheter and at a dis-
tance less than 1 mm from its surface. According to the kind of application and the 
movements within the organ structure, the effective sample area of the most often 
used catheter in tissue is between 10-30 mm2. Therefore, the PO2 TISSUE is averaged, 
depending on the tissue type, from 200 to 10000 single PO2 fields created by local 
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O2 diffusion at the individual capillaries. After automatic calibration the probe 
continuously measures absolute values of PO2 TISSUE. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Function of the PO2 

TISSUE probe. 
 

 

We employed this technique to measure PO2 TISSUE in the jejunal wall using a 
miniaturized tissue probe (Licox CC 1.2). The probe was inserted from the serosal 
side into the intestinal wall and connected to a Licox CMP tissue oxygen pressure 
monitor (Gesellschaft für Medizinische Sondentechnik, Germany). A tissue 
temperature probe (Licox C 8.1) connected to the Licox CMP tissue oxygen pres-
sure monitor (Gesellschaft für Medizinische Sondentechnik, Germany) measured 
the temperature in the adjacent jejunal wall and thereby reliable calculations of PO2 

TISSUE were achieved despite variations in tissue temperature.  

Thermodilution technique (Papers IV and V) 

The first report of a multilumen, flow-directed, balloon-tipped, radiopaque 
catheter that could be advanced into the pulmonary artery was published by Swan 
et al., 1970. Shortly thereafter the catheter was modified by incorporating a 
thermistor thereby permitting thermodilution determination of cardiac output (CO) 
(59, 60). A bolus of a cool liquid is rapidly injected into the superior vena cava or 
the right atrium and the resultant transient change in temperature in the pulmonary 
artery is measured. A temperature-time curve is recorded, reflecting passage of the 
temperature indicator. The time-integral of the blood temperature change is 
inversely proportional to the flow and thus the absolute flow volume can be 
calculated.  

The antegrade thermodilution technique was used for cardiac output 
measurements (WTI, Wetenschappelijk Technische Instituut, the Netherlands) at 
end-expiration with 5 ml of iced 0.9% saline as indicator. CO data are presented as 
means of three consecutive measurements within 2 minutes, not differing more 
than 10%. 
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The Seeman catheter (Papers IV and V) 

Traditional catheterisation through peripherally located arterial branches was 
prone to cause arterial occlusion. A catheterization technique formerly used by 
radiologists with a side hole catheter was kindly brought to us by dr. Torsten 
Seeman. The use of this specially designed catheter was crucial to our measure-
ments of superior mesenteric arterial blood pressure (PSMA). The catheter could be 
positioned downstream from the SMA occluder, allowing reliable measurement of 
the blood pressure in the most central part of the SMA trunk without influence on 
peripheral branches (Fig. 5).  

to pressure transducer
needle

fluid filled catheter
with side hole

Superior Mesenteric Artery 

 
Figure 5.  The Seeman catheter 
 
Microdialysis (Paper V) 

The modern use of microdialysis was described by Ungerstedt et al. 1974 (61). 
Microdialysis is a technique for sampling of substances in the extracellular fluid 
from different types of tissues and organs in the body. It is applicable to both 
human and animal tissue. In microdialysis, the passive function of a capillary blood 
vessel is mimiced by a thin dialysis tube that is implanted into the tissue. This tube 
or probe is infused with a known liquid solution that is driven by an external pump 
(62). The microdialysis probe is a concentric tube where the perfusion fluid flows 
through the inner tube towards its distal end where it enters the space between the 
inner tube and the outer semipermeable membrane. The flow of the perfusion fluid 
reverses and dialysis takes place; there is a diffusion of molecules between the 
extracellular fluid and the perfusate (Fig. 6).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Principle of the microdialysis probe (see text). 
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The molecular exchange is bidirectional. Through analysis of the collected 
perfusion fluid the presence and concentrations of different extracellular substances 
can be determined. The recovery of substances from the tissue into the perfusate is 
dependent on the length of the dialysis membrane, properties of the membrane, 
flow of the perfusate and speed of diffusion of the substance through the 
extracellular fluid. Microdialysis purifies the sample by excluding large molecules, 
such as proteins, from the perfusate and makes continuous sampling possible for 
long periods. Microdialysis is an established method for evaluation of biochemical 
markers of ischemia and cell damage in splanchnic organs (63). This method has 
also been applied to measurements of intestinal luminal metabolic parameters in 
studies on sepsis, hypovolemic shock, and graded reductions in mesenteric blood 
flow (64-66). 

In our study a microdialysis catheter (CMA 60®, CMA, Sweden) with a mem-
brane length of 30 mm and a molecular cut-off at 20 kDa was used. The catheter 
was placed in the jejunal lumen in order to detect mucosal ischemia. The catheter 
was connected to a microdialysis pump (CMA 106®, CMA, Sweden) and perfused 
with Ringer´s solution at 2 µL · min-1. Capped microvials (Microvials, prod no 
P000001, CMA, Sweden) containing the dialysate were replaced every fifth minute 
throughout the study period. The microvials were stored at -18ºC for later meas-
urements of glucose, lactate and pyruvate concentrations using enzymatic reagents 
followed by colorimetric analysis (CMA 600®, CMA, Sweden). 

Animals and Ethics 

Swedish domestic female pigs were used in Papers II - V. Weights of the pigs in 
the different studies are presented in Table 1. Animals were fasted overnight with 
free access to water. All procedures were carried out according to the guidelines of 
the National Institutes of Health “Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory 
Animals” (7th ed., 1996) and after approval of the University Animal Experiment 
Ethics Committee. Pigs were chosen for these studies because of physiologic and 
anatomic similarities to man (67). At the end of each experiment the animals were 
euthanized during deepened sodium pentobarbital anaesthesia by an i.v. bolus of 
potassium chloride.  

Weights (kg) Number of pigs

Study II 29.8 ± 0.9 11

Study III 27.3 ± 1.1 8

Study IV 33.4 ± 1.3 12

Study V 39.6 ± 0.7 6  
Table 1. Weights for the animals in the different studies. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. 
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Anaesthesia and Monitoring 

Papers II and III  
Premedication was performed by an intramuscular injection of 400 mg keta-

mine (Ketalar®, Parke-Davis, USA) and 40 mg azaperon (Stresnil®, Janssen 
Pharmaceutica Belgium) Anaesthesia was induced with an intravenous injection of 
Pentobarbitalnatrium® (Apoteksbolaget, Sweden) 10-15 mg · kg-1 and maintained 
by an intravenous infusion of the same at a rate varying between 12-24 mg · kg-1 · 
 h-1 corresponding to 360-720 mg · h-1. The highest dose was administered during 
the initial surgical preparation. The depth of anaesthesia was adjusted to keep the 
animal unresponsive to pain stimuli, and heart rate and arterial blood pressure at 
stable levels. A tracheostomy was performed and mechanically controlled ventila-
tion with 40% oxygen in air was maintained. The pigs were normoventilated with 
endtidal PCO2 kept between 4.5-5.5 kPa. In Paper II Ringer´s acetate solution was 
given throughout the experiment at a rate of 10-20 ml · kg-1 ·  h-1, corresponding to 
300-600 ml per hour, adjusted after urinary production and in Paper III at a rate of 
20-30 ml · kg-1 · h-1. We tried to maintain a body temperature of 37.5-38.0°C. Heart 
rate (HR), mean arterial pressure (MAP), systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood 
pressure, CVP, rectal temperature and endtidal PCO2 were continuously monitored 
and recorded according to the protocol. Erythrocyte volume fraction and blood 
gases were analysed hourly. Blood gas analyses were performed on an automatic 
blood gas analyser (ABL 300, Radiometer Copenhagen). 

Papers IV and V 
After intramuscular premedication with ketamine (Ketalar, Parke-Davis, USA) 

12 mg · kg-1, azaperon (Stresnil, Janssen-Cilag, Belgium) 2 mg · kg-1 and atropine 
(Atropin NM Pharma, NM Pharma AB, Sweden) 0.05 mg · kg-1, anesthesia was 
induced by sodium pentobarbital (Mebumal, Apoteksbolaget, Sweden) 10-15 
mg · kg-1 followed by an infusion at 15-20 mg · kg-1 · h-1 i.v., with the addition of 
isoflurane (Forene, Abbott, U.S.A.) during surgical procedures. No muscle relax-
ants were used. After tracheostomy, mechanical ventilation with oxygen in air (25-
30 % O2) was performed using a volume-cycled ventilator (model 900B, Siemens-
Elema, Germany), with a minute-ventilation of 7 L · min-1 at a frequency of 20 
breaths per minute. Ventilation was initially adjusted to normocapnia (i.e. 4.5–5.5 
kPa) as judged by end-tidal CO2 levels (Normocap, Datex, Finland) and intermit-
tent arterial blood gas analyses (ABL-5 autoanalyzer, Radiometer, Denmark) and 
was then kept constant, within the normal range for the pig (68), throughout the 
experiments. All animals received i.v. infusions of Ringer’s acetate (Ringer-acetat, 
Pharmacia-UpJohn, Sweden) 600 ml as a bolus followed by 20 ml · kg-1 · h-1 
throughout the experiment. Core temperature was kept between 37-39 °C. Urine 
outflow was diverted through a cystostomy catheter and assessed hourly. The 
hemodynamic monitoring was extensive. All intravascular catheters were inserted 
via cutdowns to the appropriate vessels. The carotid artery and the external jugular 
vein were exposed through a right-sided neck dissection. Systemic arterial pressure 
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was monitored continuously by a fluid-filled catheter with its tip in the proximal 
aorta. A flow directed, thermistor-tipped pulmonary artery catheter (7F, Swan-
Ganz catheter, Baxter Medical, Sweden) was inserted via the right external jugular 
vein and advanced into a distal branch of the pulmonary artery for measurements 
of cardiac output (CO) and core body temperature. CO was measured by the ante-
grade thermodilution technique. For measurements of central venous pressure 
(CVP) and for administration of fluids and drugs, a triple lumen central venous 
catheter (9.0F, Cook Critical Care, U.S.A.) was inserted via the left external jugular 
vein. All catheters were flushed with heparinized (Heparin, Pharmacia-UpJohn, 
Sweden) physiologic saline solution at 10 I.U. · ml-1. 

Abdominal surgical preparation 

Paper II 
 A midline laparotomy was performed and the distal small bowel and the 

colonic entry were identified. Through a small antimesenteric enterotomy, a 
standard tonometry catheter was inserted into the small bowel 30 cm from the 
ileocaecal valve. This catheter was secured by a purse string suture. Ten and 
twenty cm orally from the standard tonometer two identical systems for continuous 
tonometry, called red and white for purposes of identification, were inserted into 
the small bowel by the same technique. Thus, two systems for continuous pHi 
measurement and one standard tonometer as a reference measure were placed in 
each pig. By applying multiple towel forceps to the skin the abdominal cavity was 
closed. 

Paper III 
The procedure was identical as in Paper II, but in addition the superior 

mesenteric artery (SMA) was dissected at its origin from the aorta and surrounded 
twice by a vessel sling running through a plastic tube. By traction and release of the 
sling the SMA could be occluded and reopened. 

Paper IV 
An upper mid-line laparotomy was performed with the animal in the supine 

position. The proximal part of the superior mesenteric artery was dissected free and 
an adjustable clamp for 
controlling PSMA was attached 
around this vessel near the 
aortic origin (Fig. 7). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The mechanical occluder 
used for controlling the blood 
pressure in SMA. 
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The portal, splenic and superior mesenteric veins were dissected free on the 
medial side of the duodenum. A transit-time ultrasonic flowmetry probe (type 8SB, 
Transonic Systems Inc., NY, USA) was applied around the superior mesenteric 
vein for continuous measurements of superior mesenteric venous blood flow 
(Transonic® T206D, Transonic Systems Inc., NY, U.S.A.). A polyethylene 
catheter (outer diameter 1.2 mm) was inserted into the superior mesenteric vein via 
a small contributory pancreatic venous branch for pressure measurement (PMES) 
and blood sampling. The superior mesenteric artery was directly punctured and a 
polyethylene catheter with an outer diameter of 0.96 mm was placed downstream 
to the adjustable clamp for continuous blood pressure measurements (PSMA)(Fig. 5). 

 Jejunal mucosal perfusion was measured using LDF. The catheter was inserted 
intraluminally through a small antimesenteric incision 2 m proximal to the iliocecal 
valve and advanced 0.15 m aborally into the jejunum and then secured by a purse-
string suture.  

PO2 TISSUE in the jejunal wall was measured by a tissue probe (Licox CC 1.2) in-
serted 2.1 m orally to the iliocecal valve. The probe was inserted from the serosal 
side into the intestinal wall and connected to a Licox CMP tissue oxygen pressure 
monitor. A tissue temperature probe (Licox C 8.1) connected to the Licox CMP 
tissue oxygen pressure monitor measured the temperature in the jejunal wall. 

A modified tonometry catheter for continuous saline tonometry, inserted 
intraluminally through an antimesenteric enterotomy measured PCO2 in the jejunal 
mucosa, 2.2 m oral to the ileocaecal valve. 

Paper V 
The procedures was identical as in Paper IV with the exceptions that continuous 

saline tonometry was replaced by gas tonometry. The Tonocap® allows measure-
ments of mucosal PCO2 to be performed every 15 minutes. Because of the time 
frame of the protocol, we could not use the continuous or the intermittent saline 
tonometry methods. To study ischemic mucosal markers in more detail intralu-
minal microdialysis was added. 

A microdialysis catheter was inserted into the lumen of the jejunum and secured 
with sutures. The correct position of the catheter within the jejunal lumen was veri-
fied by inspection at the end of each experiment. Within 30 cm from the micro-
dialysis probe in the jejunum, a gas tonometry catheter was positioned intralu-
minally through a small enterotomy and secured by a suture. 

Experimental design  

Paper I 
In Paper I, we used two systems for continuous saline tonometry, with one 

standard tonometry catheter acting as a reference measurement. PCO2 was 
measured in a tempered saline bath (Julabo F10, Seelbach, Germany) at 37 °C, and 
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PCO2 in the bath was increased by a flow of small CO2 bubbles at a constant rate. 
In order to obtain physiologic or close to physiologic values of PCO2 and relatively 
stable readings a gas mixture consisting of 10% CO2 and 90% N2  (AGA, 
Specialgas, Sundbyberg, Sweden) was bubbled through the saline bath for 12 hours 
before inserting the catheters. A permeable lid covered the saline bath in an attempt 
to stabilize the PCO2, which was maintained between 7.5-7.8 kPa. The saline in the 
standard tonometry catheter balloon was allowed to equilibrate for 60 minutes 
before each measurement, while measurements with the two identical circulating 
systems started as soon as the catheters were inserted in order to study the rise 
time. Measurements of PCO2 in the saline bath and from the standard tonometry 
catheter were performed every 60 minutes by aspiration with glass syringes. 
Sampling from the standard tonometry catheter was performed according to in-
structions from the manufacturer. The balloon was filled with 2.5 ml of saline and 
after equilibration for 60 minutes the sample was withdrawn. The first ml was al-
ways discarded and analysis of PCO2 was performed on the residual 1.5 ml. The 
samples were analyzed in an automatic blood gas analyzer also suitable for ana-
lyzing saline (ABL 300, Radiometer Copenhagen). The PCO2 values on the 
TCM20 monitors were read every 15 minutes for both circulating systems. Twenty 
different recordings were made during an 8 hours long period. To evaluate reliabil-
ity over a longer time we extended 4 of the recordings to 24 hours. 

Paper II 
The first in vivo test of continuous saline tonometry was performed. Two sys-

tems for continuous pHi measurements and one standard saline tonometer as refer-
ence were used in each animal. During stable hemodynamic conditions for 7 to 8 
hours, the continuous saline tonometry equipment equilibrated against jejunal 
mucosal pH. The main purpose was to establish an in vivo rise time and to examine 
if an equilibration between the circulating saline and the surrounding jejunal 
mucosa would occur. 

Paper III 
We evaluated continuous saline tonometry during SMA occlusion and during 

reperfusion in a porcine model. Standard saline tonometry was used as reference. 
After abdominal preparation and at least one hour of stable conditions the experi-
ment started. One hour later the abdominal incision was reopened, the SMA oc-
cluded and the arterial occlusion verified by the absence of palpable pulses in the 
SMA and the small bowel mesenteric arteries and an increasing pallor of the small 
bowel wall. The laparotomy incision was closed. After one hour of bowel ische-
mia, the laparotomy incision was reopened, the vessel sling released and reperfu-
sion verified by the presence of palpable pulses in the SMA and the small bowel 
mesenteric arteries and a visible hyperaemia in the small bowel wall. The abdomen 
was again closed. The first two experiments were continued one hour after reperfu-
sion, but since the pHi did not rise to baseline level during one hour of reperfusion, 
in the latter six experiments the reperfusion period was prolonged to two hours. 
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Paper IV 
The study protocol is depicted in Figure 8.  

mm Hg mean PSMA during the study protocol

Steady state Reperfusion
Restriction period

70 mm Hg

50 mm Hg

30 mm Hg

min80 160 240 3200Control

70

50

30

Freely
variable

Freely
variable

 
Figure 8. Study protocol illustrating data collection time points. 0 = control point at a freely variable 
superior mesenteric arterial pressure (PSMA) following a stabilisation period of 80 minutes, 80 = 80 
minutes at PSMA 70 mmHg , 160 = 80 minutes at PSMA 50 mmHg, 240 = 80 minutes at PSMA 30 mmHg 
and 320 = following an 80 minutes reperfusion period at freely variable PSMA. 
 

Isoflurane was used during the surgical preparation and a stabilisation period of 
80 minutes during basal sodium pentobarbital anesthesia was allowed to elapse 
before measurements. A constant PSMA was maintained by adjusting the arterial 
clamp around the origin of the superior mesenteric artery. The study protocol 
consisted of measurements prior to (control) and during graded reductions in PSMA 
to 70, 50 and 30 mmHg respectively, followed by a reperfusion phase. Each arterial 
pressure level as well as the reperfusion phase included a time frame of 80 minutes. 
After 60 and 80 minutes at each perfusion pressure level, hemodynamic recordings 
were made and blood sampling (from the aorta and superior mesenteric vein) was 
performed. Recordings included assessment of continuously measured systemic 
hemodynamic parameters (Heart rate (HR), systemic arterial pressure and CVP), 
intermittent CO and continuously measured intestinal hemodynamic and metabolic 
parameters (superior mesenteric venous pressure (PMES), PSMA, superior mesenteric 
venous blood flow (QMES), intramucosal pCO2, jejunal mucosal blood flow and PO2 

TISSUE). Blood samples for analysis of lactate concentration were simultaneously 
drawn from the aorta and the superior mesenteric vein after 60 and 80 minutes at 
each perfusion pressure level. The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 9, A 
and B. 
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Figure 9A. A schematic illustration of the experimental set up. PAORTA denotes aortic blood pressure; 
SMA = superior mesenteric artery; PSMA = superior mesenteric mean arterial pressure; LDF = laser 
doppler flowmetry; PMES = superior mesenteric venous pressure; QMES = superior mesenteric venous 
blood flow and PO2 TISSUE denotes jejunal tissue oxygen tension. 
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Figure 9B. A detailed illustration of the placement of the mechanical occluder, the intravascular 
catheters and flow probes.   
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Paper V 
The study protocol is shown in Figure 10.  

1 2 3 4

C1 D1 D2 C2

(A) Freely variable PSMA

(B) PSMA of 50 mm Hg Freely variable PSMA

(C) PSMA of 30 mm Hg

DPX 
dose 1

300 55

45 min resting period

100 min

DPX 
dose 2

 
Figure 10. Study protocol illustrating data collection time points; 1) Baseline measurements (C1), 2) 
Dopexamine 0.5 µg·kg-1·min-1 (D1), 3) Dopexamine 1.0 µg·kg-1·min-1  (D2), 4) End of a recovery 
period of 45 min. (C2). The protocol includes three consecutive sets of measurements, at a freely 
variable PSMA i.e. unrestricted PSMA (A), at a PSMA of 50 mmHg (B) and at a PSMA of 30 mmHg (C). 
 

After completed surgical preparation the isoflurane supply was discontinued, 
and a 90 minutes long stabilization period with basal pentobarbital anesthesia was 
observed. Sets of measurements were performed at baseline, and at the end of a 15 
min steady-state period during dopexamine infusion at a rate of 0.5 and 1.0 µg·kg-

1·min-1, respectively. Each set of measurements comprised assessment of intestinal 
hemodynamic parameters, blood sampling for evaluation of intestinal oxygenation 
and collection of microdialysate. Recordings included mean arterial pressure 
(MAP), HR, CVP, CO, PMES, PSMA, QMES, jejunal mucosal perfusion and PO2 TISSUE. 
Blood samples for blood gas analyses and oxygen saturation measurements were 
drawn from aortic and superior mesenteric venous catheters in conjunction with the 
hemodynamic recordings.  

Measurements at baseline and during two dopexamine doses were first per-
formed during conditions of a freely variable PSMA (the adjustable clamp entirely 
open) and then repeated at a PSMA of 50 mmHg (corresponding to an intestinal per-
fusion pressure, IPP, of 41-42 mmHg) and at a PSMA of 30 mmHg (corresponding 
to an IPP of 21-22 mmHg). These reductions in PSMA were obtained by continuous 
adjustments of the clamp around the superior mesenteric artery. Measurements at 
each PSMA level were followed by a 45-minute period without any mesenteric 
occlusion or dopexamine infusion. At the end of this recovery period another set of 
control measurements was performed. 
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Calculations 

Systemic vascular resistance (SVR) = (MAP-CVP) · CO-1.  

Intestinal tissue perfusion pressure (IPP) = PSMA- PMES.  

Mesenteric vascular resistance (RMES) = (PSMA- PMES) · QMES
-1.  

Systemic arterial oxygen content (CaO2) = Hb (g · L-1) · arterial oxygen saturation 
(SaO2) · 1.39 + 0.031·PaO2 (dissolved O2).  

Superior mesenteric venous oxygen content (CvO2) = Hb (g · L-1) · mesenteric 
venous oxygen saturation (SpO2) · 1.39 + 0.031·PvO2 (dissolved O2).  

Mesenteric oxygen delivery (DO2) = (CaO2) · QMES.  

Mesenteric oxygen uptake (VO2) = (CaO2-CvO2) · QMES.  

Mesenteric tissue oxygen extraction ratio (O2 extraction) = M-VO2 / M-DO2 x 100.  

Mesenteric lactate flux (Lactate Flux) = (Mesenteric venous - arterial lactate 
concentration) · QMES  

PCO2 gap blood = jejunal mucosal PCO2 (Pr CO2) – arterial PCO2  

PCO2 gap endtidal = jejunal mucosal PCO2 (Pr CO2) –endtidal PCO2 

pHi = 6.1 + log [HCO3
-], arterial bicarbonate concentration / PCO2 corr (corrected 

value for measured PrCO2 following 90 min equilibration)  

Autoregulatory capacity GF = 1 - (dF/F/dP/P) where P and F indicate the pressure 
and flow before the change in pressure (dP) and (dF) denote the resulting change in 
flow.  

Gf-values >0 indicate the presence of intestinal autoregulation, whereas negative 
Gf-values denote a passive vascular response to changes in perfusion pressure (69).  
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Statistics 

Papers I, II, and III  
Three groups of data are presented: data obtained by the standard tonometer and 

data obtained by the continuous tonometers (the red and the white). The Mann-
Whitney U-test was used for comparisons within groups. The Wilcoxon signed 
ranks test was used for comparisons between data obtained by the standard 
tonometer and data obtained by the continuous tonometers. The Pearson correlation 
coefficient was used to calculate the correlation between pHi values obtained by the 
red and the white tonometer in each animal. Bias was defined as the mean value of 
all paired differences between the standard tonometer and the red or the white 
continuous tonometer. Precision was defined as the standard deviation of these 
paired mean differences. Data are presented as mean ± SD (Papers I and II) or 
SEM (Paper III). A difference was regarded statistically significant if p<0.05. 
Status 2, Foresco, Umeå, Sweden was used in Paper I, whereas the statistical 
package for SPSS versions 10.0 and 11.0 was used in Papers II and III. 

Paper IV  
Effects of graded reductions in PSMA were analyzed with Friedmans Anova by 

ranks. Wilcoxons signed rank test was used to compare values obtained at baseline 
(control) with values obtained following 60 and 80 minutes at each perfusion 
pressure level and with values obtained following 60 and 80 minutes reperfusion. 
A p<0.05 was considered significant. The statistical analysis was performed with 
the SPSS software package (version 11.5; SPSS Inc., Chicago IL, USA). 

Paper V 
 Effects of dopexamine (0, 0.5 and 1.0 µg kg-1min-1) at each PSMA level and 

effects of graded reductions of PSMA were analyzed by repeated measures analysis 
of variance (ANOVA). When significant main effects were found, planned simple 
contrasts within groups were made. A p<0.05 was considered significant. The 
statistical analysis was performed with the SPSS software package (version 10.0; 
SPSS Inc., Chicago IL, USA). 
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REVIEW OF THE RESULTS 

Development and evaluation of continuous saline gastrointestinal tonometry  

(Papers I, II, and III) 
In Paper I, we compared continuous saline tonometry with standard intermittent 

saline tonometry in vitro. During 8 hour long experiments there were no significant 
differences between recordings from the circulating system and measurements of 
PCO2 from the standard tonometer (Fig. 11). Rise time for the circulating system 
was 112 ± 22 (SD) minutes.  PCO2 values measured by the circulating system and 
by the standard tonometer were significantly lower at every measuring point than 
the values obtained by direct sampling from the reference saline bath.  

 
Figure 11.  Measurements (mean ± SD) of pCO2 in the reference bath (Ref, n=10), continuous saline 
tonometry system (Circ, n=20) and standard saline tonometry (Stand, n=10). 
 

In two experiments data collection was extended to 24 hours. These recordings 
demonstrated appropriate function of the continuous tonometry system during 24 
hours of use. PCO2 values from the reference bath, for the standard tonometer and 
for the circulating system varied considerably from hour to hour, but the investi-
gated tonometric systems showed a good agreement.   

In Paper II, we evaluated the tonometry systems in a porcine model, during 
normoventilation (PCO2 ENDTIDAL 4.9 ± 0.4 kPa) and hemodynamically stable 
conditions. During the initial equilibration time our two identical measuring 
devices for continuous saline tonometry (called red and white for identification) 
showed a steep adaptive decrease in pHi (Fig. 12, 13). 
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Figure 12. Mean pHi values ± SEM for the red continuous tonometer are presented. The pHi values 
measured each hour by the standard tonometer are given as reference.  * = p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney 
U-test, pHi values compared to baseline values at 7 hours, n=11. 
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Figure 13. Mean pHi values ± SEM for the white continuous tonometer are presented. The pHi values 
measured each hour by the standard tonometer are given as reference.  * = p < 0.05, Mann-Whitney 
U-test, pHi values compared to baseline values at 7 hours, n=11. 

 

After this initial decrease in pHi, the pHi values stabilised. PHi values obtained 
by the red continuous tonometer were found to be different from baseline values 
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(baseline value is the pHi value at 7 hours) during the first 3 hours of the 
experiment (Fig. 12). The corresponding time for the white continuous tonometer 
was 2 hours and 45 minutes (Fig. 13). Thus, statistically stable readings were 
obtained after an equilibration time of three hours. During the equilibration period 
pHi values recorded by the continuous tonometers were higher and different from 
the values recorded by the standard tonometer, but during the remaining study 
period these differences decreased and finally disappeared after five and six hours, 
respectively, for the red and the white continuous tonometer. The standard 
tonometer recorded stable pHi values during the entire experiment (Fig. 12, 13). At 
the end of the protocol pHi values were nearly identical, as measured by all three 
tonometers. The rise time for the continuous tonometry system was in this test 132 
minutes. In order to evaluate the bias (the difference in pHi between standard saline 
tonometry and continuous saline tonometry) for the continuous tonometer, paired 
differences between values for the respective continuous tonometer and the 
standard tonometer were calculated. Fifty paired differences for the red and 60 
paired differences for the white continuous tonometers were used, since we 
excluded measurements performed during the equilibration time of three hours for 
the red and 2 hours and 45 minutes for the white tonometer. The mean value of the 
differences, or the bias value for pHi, was found to be 0.07 for the red and 0.04 for 
the white tonometer. The bias of 0.04-0.07 pH units can thus be used as an 
approximate correction factor for the continuous tonometer, if direct comparison 
with pHi values obtained by standard saline tonometry is needed. To assess the 
agreement between the two measurements techniques a Bland-Altman plot was 
also made (Fig 14, 15) (102). 
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Figure 14. Comparison between the standard tonometer and the red continuous tonometer. Bland-
Altman plot or method-comparison plot is used to compare two methods. The graph in the left panel 
shows pHi values from the red continuous tonometer plotted against values obtained from the 
standard saline tonometer. The graph in the right panel shows the difference between the two 
measurements (Y-axis) is plotted against the average of the two measurements (X-axis).  
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Figure 15. Comparison between the standard tonometer and the white continuous tonometer. Bland-
Altman plot or method-comparison plot is used to compare two methods. The graph in the left panel 
shows pHi values from the white continuous tonometer plotted against values obtained from the 
standard saline tonometer. The graph in the right panel shows the difference between the two 
measurements (Y-axis) is plotted against the average of the two measurements (X-axis).  
  

 In Paper III, we evaluated the tonometry systems in a porcine model during 
intestinal ischemia and reperfusion. In all animals the red and the white tonometer 
for continuous PCO2 registration and the standard tonometer recorded a decrease in 
pHi after occlusion of the SMA and an increase after the SMA occluder was 
released (Fig. 16).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16. Mean 
values of pHi as 
recorded every 15 
min by the red and 
white continuous 
tonometer and hourly 
by the standard tono-
meter. Occlusion of 
the SMA was per-
formed at time 0 and 
reperfusion at time 1 
(n=8). 
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Table 2 depicts the close relation between pHi values obtained by the different 
measuring devices. Statistical analysis demonstrated a significant decrease in pHi 
compared to baseline level (time 0) after one hour of SMA occlusion (time 1) for 
all three tonometers (Fig. 16). One hour after reperfusion (time 2) pHi values were 
still significantly lower than baseline as measured by all three tonometers. pHi 
values had returned closer to baseline two hours after reperfusion (time 3) as 
measured by all three systems. There were no statistically significant differences 
between pHi values obtained by the red and the white tonometer. The standard 
tonometer measured significantly lower values than the red tonometer for hour -1 
and lower values than the white tonometer for hours 0 and 1. The mean value of 
differences (bias) from data acquired by the continuous tonometers in comparison 
with standard tonometry was found to be 0.09 and 0.08 pHi units respectively. 
Looking at shorter time intervals, a decrease in pHi was noted already 15 minutes 
after occlusion of the SMA for the white tonometer but a significant decrease was 
not registered until after 45 minutes for the red tonometer. After reperfusion pHi 
continued to decrease for 15 minutes, but thereafter a steady increase in pHi values 
was recorded every 15 minutes (Fig. 16). 

Red continuous White continuous Standard
tonometer tonometer tonometer

Hour n pHi pHi pHi

-1 8 7.40 ± 0.03 7.43 ± 0.04 * 7.32 ± 0.03

0 8 7.37 ± 0.02 * 7.37 ± 0.05 7.28 ± 0.03

1 8 7.08 ± 0.03 * 7.06 ± 0.06 6.91 ± 0.04

2 8 7.15 ± 0.04 7.16 ± 0.04 7.15 ± 0.05

3 6 7.25 ± 0.03 7.27 ± 0.06 7.19 ± 0.05  
Table 2.  Mean pHi values for continuous tonometry (red and white respectively) and the standard 
tonometer at each hour.  Data are presented as mean ± SEM.  Wilcoxon signed ranks test was used to 
compare standard saline tonometry with continuous saline tonometry. * denotes a significant 
difference (p < 0.05). 
 
Improved continuous saline tonometry (Paper IV) 

The improved continuous saline tonometry equipment demonstrated a fast 
response to changes in PCO2, shown by reaching 10% of the steady state value 
within 3 minutes (Fig. 17). By these improvements rise time was substantially 
reduced to 59 ±1 minutes (Fig. 17, left panel).  The corresponding rise time during 
decreasing PCO2 values was 58 ±1 minutes (Fig. 17, right panel). 
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Figure 17. In vitro equilibration of PCO2 in the improved continuous saline tonometry equipment. 
The experiments (n=18) were performed by placing the tonometry catheter in a container filled with 
0.9 % saline and a constant PCO2 of 18 kPa (left panel) and then switched to a container with a PCO2 
of 7.3 kPa (right panel). PCO2 in the circulating saline was continuously recorded. The rise time (left 
panel) i.e. the increase and the decline time (right panel) i.e. the decrease between 10% and 90 % of 
the maximal response is indicated by vertical lines. 
 
Effects of graded intestinal hypoperfusion on the intestine (Papers IV and V) 

In Paper IV we studied hemodynamic and metabolic effects of graded intestinal 
hypoperfusion and reperfusion with an improved continuous saline tonometry 
technique. Continuous saline tonometry (Paper IV) and gas tonometry (Paper V) 
were compared with other methods for detection of alterations in mesenteric 
circulation and oxygenation. 

A comparison of methods 
This comparison revealed that a strong nearly linear relation was found between 

tonometry and PO2 TISSUE (Fig. 18). Relations between tonometry and lactate or 
changes in oxygen extraction were less strong.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18. pHi vs. PO2 TISSUE at control (C), during 
graded reductions in superior mesenteric mean arterial 
pressure to 70 mmHg (P70), 50 mmHg (P50), 30 mmHg 
(P30). (Paper IV) Data are presented as mean ± SEM.  
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Hemodynamic data. 
A reduction of PSMA from control to 70 mm Hg decreased RMES, but induced no 

significant changes in QMES. Jejunal mucosal perfusion was decreased. In 
comparison with control, a further reduction in PSMA to 50 mmHg induced a further 
decrease in RMES. The resulting decrease in QMES and jejunal mucosal perfusion 
was statistically significant only in Paper IV. At a PSMA of 30 mmHg more 
pronounced decreases in QMES, RMES and jejunal mucosal perfusion were observed. 
Following reperfusion (Paper IV), QMES and jejunal mucosal perfusion returned to 
control levels, while RMES remained decreased (Fig. 19, 20).   
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Figure 19. Mesenteric vascular resistance (RMES), superior mesenteric venous blood flow (QMES) and  
jejunal mucosal perfusion at control (C), during graded reductions in superior mesenteric mean 
arterial pressure to 70 mmHg (P70), 50 mmHg (P50), 30 mmHg (P30) and following reperfusion (R), 
n=12. (Paper IV) Data are presented as mean ± SEM. * denotes a significant difference (p< 0.05) vs. 
control.    
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Figure 20. Mesenteric vascular resistance (RMES), 
Superior mesenteric venous blood flow (QMES) 
and Jejunal mucosal perfusion at a freely variable 
PSMA (left part of the figure), at a PSMA of 50 
mmHg (middle part) and at a PSMA of 30 mmHg 
(right part) prior to dopexamine (open bars) and 
during dopexamine 0.5 µg · kg-1 · min-1 (grey 
bars) and 1.0 µg · kg-1 · min-1 (black bars). (Paper 
V) Data are presented as mean ± SEM. # denotes 
a significant difference (p < 0.05) between meas-
urements prior to vs. during dopexamine infusion 
within each perfusion pressure range. * denotes a 
significant difference (p < 0.05) between 
measurements prior to dopexamine infusion at a 
freely variable PSMA vs. at a PSMA of 50mmHg 
and 30 mmHg. 
 
 
 

 

Metabolic data  
A reduction in PSMA to 70 mmHg (Paper IV) induced no changes in mesenteric 

oxygen delivery (DO2), mesenteric O2 extraction, or mesenteric oxygen uptake 
(Fig. 21). As regards the intestinal metabolism, the applied reduction in PSMA 
decreased PO2 TISSUE and pHi, while PCO2 gap increased accordingly (Fig. 22). No 
changes in mesenteric net lactate flux were seen (Fig. 22). 
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Figure 21. Mesenteric oxygen delivery (DO2), mesenteric oxygen extraction and mesenteric oxygen 
uptake (VO2) during control (C), during graded reductions in superior mesenteric mean arterial 
pressure to 70 mmHg (P70), 50 mmHg (P50), 30 mmHg (P30) and following reperfusion (R), n=12. 
(Paper IV) Data are presented as mean ± SEM. * denotes a significant difference (p< 0.05) vs. 
control. 
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Figure 22. PO2 TISSUE, pHi , PCO2 gap (jejunal mucosal PCO2 – 
arterial PCO2), and mesenteric net lactate fluxes during control 
(C), during graded reductions in superior mesenteric mean arterial 
pressure to 70 mmHg (P70), 50 mmHg (P50), 30 mmHg (P30) and 
following reperfusion (R), n=12. (Paper IV)  
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. * denotes a significant 
difference (p< 0.05) vs. control. 
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A reduction in PSMA to 50 mmHg induced a decrease in DO2 (IV, V), a 

significant increase in mesenteric O2 extraction (IV), but unchanged VO2 in both 
studies (Fig. 21, 23). These changes were accompanied by further deterioration in 
metabolic parameters as indicated by decreased PO2 TISSUE (Fig. 22, 27). In Paper 
IV, decreased pHi and increased PCO2 gap values were observed, but in Paper V, 
only minor changes were seen (Fig. 22, 24). Mesenteric net lactate flux (Fig. 22, 
25) and microdialysis data (luminal lactate, pyruvate, and lactate-pyruvate ratio) 
(Fig. 26) verified absence of intestinal lactate production. 
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Figure 23. Mesenteric oxygen delivery (DO2), 
mesenteric oxygen extraction and mesenteric 
oxygen uptake (VO2) at a freely variable PSMA 
(left part of the figure), at a PSMA of 50 mmHg 
(middle part) and at a PSMA of 30 mmHg (right 
part) prior to dopexamine (open bars) and during 
dopexamine 0.5 µg · kg-1  ·  min-1 (grey bars) 
and 1.0 µg · kg-1  ·  min-1 (black bars). (Paper V)  
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. # denotes a 
significant difference (p < 0.05) between 
measurements prior to vs. during dopexamine 
infusion within each perfusion pressure range. * 
denotes a significant difference (p < 0.05) 
between measurements prior to dopexamine 
infusion at a freely variable PSMA vs. at a PSMA 
of 50mmHg and 30 mmHg. 
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Figure 24. Jejunal mucosal pH (pHi) and jejunal mucosal carbon dioxide – endtidal carbon dioxide 
gradient (PCO2) at a freely variable PSMA (left part of the figure), at a PSMA  of 50 mmHg (middle 
part) and at a PSMA  of 30 mmHg (right part) prior to dopexamine (open bars) and during dopexamine 
0.5 µg · kg-1 · min-1 (grey bars) and 1.0 µg · kg-1 · min-1 (black bars). (Paper V)  
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. # denotes a significant difference (p < 0.05) between 
measurements prior to vs. during dopexamine infusion within each perfusion pressure range. * 
denotes a significant difference (p < 0.05) between measurements prior to dopexamine infusion at a 
freely variable PSMA vs. at a PSMA of 30 mmHg. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 25. Lactate flux across the mesenteric 
vascular bed (Mesenteric lactate flux) at a 
freely variable PSMA (left part of the figure), at 
a PSMA of 50 mmHg (middle part) and at a 
PSMA  of 30 mmHg (right part) prior to dopex-
amine (open bars) and during dopexamine 
0.5 µg · kg-1 · min-1 (grey bars) and 1.0 
µg · kg-1 · min-1 (black bars). (Paper V)  
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. # denotes 
a significant difference (p < 0.05) between 
measurements prior to vs. during dopexamine 
infusion within each perfusion pressure range. 
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Figure 26. Jejunal luminal lactate 
concentration, pyruvate concentration and 
luminal lactate pyruvate ratio at a freely vari-
able PSMA (left part of the figure), at a PSMA of 
50 mmHg (middle part) and at a PSMA  of 30 
mmHg (right part) prior to dopexamine (open 
bars) and during dopexamine 0.5 µg · kg-1 · 
 min-1 (grey bars) and 1.0 µg · kg-1 ·  min-1 
(black bars). (Paper V) Data are presented as 
mean ± SEM. # denotes a significant differ-
ence (p < 0.05) between measurements prior to 
vs. during dopexamine infusion within each 
perfusion pressure range. 
 

A further reduction in PSMA to 30 mmHg, induced a more pronounced decrease 
in DO2, an increase in mesenteric O2 extraction but no significant change in VO2 
(Fig. 21, 23). Marked decreases in PO2 TISSUE and in pHi were recorded while PCO2 
gap increased (Fig. 22). At this low perfusion pressure level a similar pattern of 
increased net lactate release was observed across the intestinal vascular bed in both 
Papers IV and V. (Fig. 22, 25) 

The relationship between PSMA and mesenteric net lactate flux illustrates that 
ischemia does not occur at a PSMA ≥ 50 mmHg. A defined ischemic threshold could 
not be established since we for practical reasons had to restrict the numbers of 
investigated IPP levels. However, in Paper IV we stated that aerobic intestinal 
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metabolism was at hand when PCO2 gap ≤ 15.8 mmHg and the calculated pHi ≥ 
7.22 corresponding to a PO2 TISSUE of ≥ 54 mmHg and an IPP ≥ 41 mmHg.  

Metabolic data at reperfusion (Paper IV) 
Following reperfusion, regional oxygen transport parameters (DO2, O2 extrac-

tion and VO2) and mesenteric net lactate fluxes returned to baseline (Fig. 21, 22). 
In comparison with control, pHi remained decreased while PCO2 gap and PO2 TISSUE 
returned to baseline (Fig. 22). 

Dopexamine 

Hemodynamic effects of dopexamine (Paper V) 
At freely variable PSMA, dopexamine did not induce any significant alterations in 

QMES, but decreased RMES at the higher dopexamine dose of 1.0 µg · kg-1 · min-1. 
During PSMA 50 mmHg, dopexamine infusion at 0.5 and 1.0 µg · kg-1 · min-1 in-
duced a pattern of reduction in RMES. Both dopexamine infusion rates were 
accompanied by significant increases in QMES at this perfusion pressure level. A 
similar pattern was observed at a PSMA of 30 mmHg, where dopexamine 
demonstrated an increase in QMES, while RMES was significantly reduced only at 1.0 
µg · kg-1 · min-1 (Fig. 20). None of the dopexamine doses induced any changes in 
jejunal mucosal perfusion at freely variable or reduced PSMA. 

Metabolic effects of dopexamine 
 
 
 
Figure 27.  PO2 TISSUE,  at a freely variable 
PSMA (left part of the figure), at a PSMA  of 50 
mmHg (middle part) and at a PSMA  of 30 
mmHg (right part) prior to dopexamine (open 
bars) and during dopexamine 0.5 µg · kg-1 · 
 min-1 (grey bars) and 1.0 µg · kg-1 · min-1 
(black bars). (Paper V)  
Data are presented as mean ± SEM. # denotes 
a significant difference (p < 0.05) between 
measurements prior to vs. during dopexamine 
infusion within each perfusion pressure range. 
* denotes a significant difference (p < 0.05) 
between measurements prior to dopexamine 
infusion at a freely variable PSMA vs. at a PSMA 
of 50mmHg and 30 mmHg. 
 
 

At freely variable PSMA dopexamine infusion did not induce any significant 
changes in mesenteric DO2, oxygen extraction or VO2 (Fig. 23). Dopexamine at the 
dose 0.5 µg · kg-1 · min-1 did not influence pO2 TISSUE, whereas dopexamine at the 
dose 1.0 µg · kg-1 · min-1 decreased PO2 TISSUE (Fig 27). Dopexamine did not induce 
any significant changes in pHi, PCO2 gap endtidal, mesenteric net lactate produc-
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tion or microdialysis data (luminal lactate, pyruvate, and lactate-pyruvate ratio, Fig. 
24, 25, 26). 

At a PSMA of 50 mmHg dopexamine at 0.5 and 1.0 µg · kg-1 · min-1 induced sig-
nificant increases in mesenteric DO2 (Fig. 23). These changes were not accompa-
nied by significant alterations in oxygen extraction, VO2, PO2TISSUE, pHi, PCO2 gap, 
mesenteric net lactate production or microdialysis data (Fig. 23, 27, 24, 25, 26). 

At a PSMA of 30 mmHg dopexamine induced an increase in DO2 at 1.0 µg · kg-1 · 
min-1, but did not influence oxygen extraction or VO2 (Fig. 23). Compared with the 
situation without dopexamine, both dopexamine doses induced significant de-
creases in PO2TISSUE and in pHi (Fig. 27, 24), whereas the PCO2 gap increased 
(Fig. 24). At this perfusion pressure, both dopexamine doses induced significant 
increases in mesenteric net lactate production (Fig. 25). Further, dopexamine infu-
sion (at 0.5 and 1.0 µg · kg-1 · min-1) also increased luminal lactate concentration, 
as evaluated by microdialysis (Fig. 26). 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Intermittent saline tonometry, based on repeated samplings after an equilibra-
tion period of 30-90 minutes, was the first method in practical use for measure-
ments of gastrointestinal pHi (12, 70, 71). The accuracy of this method relies on the 
assumptions that intestinal intraluminal carbon dioxide tension equals the mucosal 
carbon dioxide tension, and that there is an equilibrium between carbon dioxide 
tension in the saline-filled balloon and in the intestinal mucosa. This methodology 
also assumes that arterial bicarbonate is a true reflection of gut mucosal cell bicar-
bonate (72).  

Development of continuous saline tonometry 

In order to solve some of the problems with intermittent saline tonometry, we 
designed a technique for continuous saline tonometry. Problems associated with 
standard saline tonometry include the following: intermittency in measurement, 
imprecision in analysis of PCO2 in saline, time-consuming for a measurement 
technician, and absolute need for conformity in handling of the saline samples (39, 
73). In Paper I, our first continuous saline tonometry equipment was used in vitro 
to test its ability to record the PCO2 concentration in a tempered saline bath. Some 
limitations in our equipment were obvious. A standard peristaltic infusion pump 
was used (Terumo, STC 503, Tokyo; Japan), fairly long tubes connected the bal-
loon and the measurement chamber, and a silicone membrane was used as a seal 
between the PCO2 probe and the circulating saline. The system contained 10.5 ml 
of saline in comparison with only 2.5 ml in the balloon, where equilibration took 
place. A fairly long equilibration time could be expected which was confirmed by a 
rise-time of 112 minutes. The PCO2 values read by the continuous saline tonometer 
were in good agreement with standard intermittent saline tonometry. This continu-
ous system was fully operational during 8-24 hours long experiments. Two diffi-
culties were noted: formation of small gas bubbles in the tubings that caused pump 
stops and disturbances of the PCO2 readings at recalibration. 

 Encouraged by these initial in vitro results, we choose to proceed with in vivo 
studies. In Paper II, two separate systems for continuous saline tonometry were 
used and evaluated in an animal model. A well functioning gas trap was incorpo-
rated in the system and the necessary calibration of the PCO2 sensor was performed 
after four hours as recommended by the manufacturer. The tonometry balloons 
were inserted into the ileal lumen in anaesthetized pigs during unrestricted intesti-
nal blood flow. The measured PCO2 values in this in vivo situation revealed a rise 
time of 132 minutes, which is well in line with the in vitro rise time of 112 min-
utes. Standard arterial bicarbonate concentrations and PCO2 values were used in a 
modified Henderson-Hasselbalchs equation for calculations of pHi. Both continu-
ous tonometry systems registered an initial decrease in pHi. After the first hours, a 
plateau with stable pHi values was reached. When comparing the continuous tono-
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metry system with standard tonometry the calculated pHi bias was as low as 0.04-
0.07. In this study, we verified that continuous saline tonometry was a suitable 
technique for recording of mucosal PCO2 values in an animal model and that bias 
was reasonably low.  

In Paper III the next step was taken in the evaluation process, where we tested 
the ability of the same equipment for continuous saline tonometry to detect intesti-
nal ischemia during SMA occlusion and at reperfusion. The evaluation was per-
formed in an in vivo pig model in which the SMA was clamped. This induced mu-
cosal ischemia which was measured with continuous tonometry as well as with 
standard tonometry. With continuous tonometry a statistically significant decrease 
in pHi was recorded after 15 minutes for one, and after 45 minutes for the other, of 
the simultaneously used tonometers. After declamping of the SMA, a continuous 
decrease in pHi was seen during 15 min. This period of continuous decrease in pHi 
after declamping may be a true phenomenon, but may also be caused by the equili-
bration time of the continuous tonometry equipment. After the first 15 minutes a 
steady increase was recorded by the continuous tonometers. In a study of Antons-
son et al. a substantial increase in pHi at reperfusion of the bowel was seen within 
20 minutes when microelectrodes were used and within 40 minutes with standard 
tonometry, which agrees with our results (16). The previously determined in vitro 
rise-time seems quite long, but still the reactivity of the continuous tonometers in 
this study quickly detected changes in pHi after SMA occlusion and at reperfusion. 
From the experiments performed in Papers I, II, and III, we conclude that continu-
ous saline tonometry technique has good handling capabilities and presents accu-
rate readings. We have also shown that this technique is able to record PCO2 dur-
ing stable conditions as well as during ischemia and reperfusion. By the improve-
ments of this equipment described in “Material and methods” section “Improved 
continuous saline tonometry”, the rise time was reduced to 59 ± 1 minutes.  

Interest in developing a semi-continuous automated gas analyser for assessment 
of intestinal mucosal PCO2 led to the introduction of the Tonocap®, which was 
first described in 1997 (42). The Tonocap® has made it possible to perform pCO2 
measurements with 10-20 minutes intervals. The Tonocap® has been found to be 
highly precise in vitro with negligible bias, but showing lower PCO2 values than 
saline tonometry (74). Air tonometry has a faster response time to a change in 
PCO2 than intermittent saline tonometry (75). Heinonen et al. demonstrated a gen-
erally good agreement between gastric air and saline tonometry in a clinical study 
on septic ICU patients (43). In a clinical study on patients in cardiogenic shock 
Janssens et al. found a good correlation between gastric air and saline tonometry 
(76). However, PCO2 measured by air was found to be significantly lower than that 
measured by saline. Especially at high PCO2 values the disagreement increased and 
a cautious interpretation of high PCO2 values obtained by air tonometry was 
recommended (76). In contrast to the study by Janssens, a clinical study of general 
ICU patients published by Barry et al. demonstrated that air tonometry showed 
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higher PCO2 values (77). These diverging results are not yet fully explained but 
may be influenced by differences in patient groups, patient temperature, choice of 
gastric acid reduction, different blood gas analysers or different use of correction 
factors. The use of Tonocap® has increased on behalf of standard saline tonometry, 
but some technical problems with this semi-continuous technique are not yet 
solved. Thus, in a study by Dullenkopf et al. the Tonocap® automatic alarms were 
not able to indicate catheter related mechanical problems as for example restriction 
of balloon expansion (78). 

pHi versus PCO2 gap 

Some authors claim that PCO2 gap is more appropriate than pHi as a marker of 
splanchnic perfusion (79). This criticism of pHi is based on the fact that arterial 
bicarbonate is not always a true reflection of gut mucosal cell bicarbonate. In a 
state of severely reduced arterial blood inflow, arterial bicarbonate concentration is 
higher than mucosal bicarbonate, since bicarbonate ions located in the ischemic 
mucosa are consumed by buffering. This leads to an underestimation of mucosal 
ischemia in a low blood flow situation. Further, this criticism of pHi is based on the 
fact that pHi ignores the effects of systemic acid-base status and that calculations 
are based on a cumbersome formula (79). Despite these limitations, the calculated 
pHi has been reported to be a useful prognostic marker in different clinical settings 
(80-82). 

 There are two different ways to calculate PCO2 gap. The first is to calculate the 
intestinal mucosal – arterial PCO2 difference (arterial PCO2 gap). The second is to 
calculate the difference between intestinal mucosal and end-tidal PCO2 (end-tidal 
PCO2 gap). The latter way is easier to use, since analyses of arterial blood gases are 
unnecessary (79). Some authors claim that blood flow is the main determinant of 
PCO2 gap, and that this method has a limited value in detecting anaerobic metabo-
lism (83, 84). Further, it has been stated that the only parameter of importance for 
detection of intestinal malperfusion is the intraluminal measurements of intramuco-
sal PCO2 (85).  

Effects of graded intestinal hypoperfusion (Papers IV and V) 

We found that stepwise reductions in PSMA to 70 and 50 mmHg (corresponding 
to an IPP of 58 and 41 mmHg, respectively) maintained regional intestinal me-
tabolism as indicated by unaltered mesenteric VO2 and mesenteric net lactate 
fluxes in spite of decreased mesenteric DO2. However, PO2TISSUE was decreased 
and intestinal metabolic data in Paper IV demonstrated increased PCO2 gap and 
decreased pHi indicative of a deficient nutritive blood flow. This condition is often 
referred to as low flow hypercarbia. In this situation aerobic metabolism is main-
tained (86). At a PSMA of 50 mmHg pHi was decreased to 7.22 in Paper IV, but 
aerobic metabolism was present since there was no net lactate production.  
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At a reduction of PSMA to 30 mmHg (IPP of 20 mmHg) pHi was decreased to 
7.10 and PO2 TISSUE to 26 mmHg at 80 minutes in Paper IV. At this IPP level an-
aerobic metabolism was present as demonstrated by pronounced lactate production. 
Consequently, anaerobic conditions are induced in the pHi interval 7.10-7.22 corre-
sponding to a PO2 TISSUE interval between 26 and 54 mmHg. This pO2 TISSUE interval 
is in line with a previous report demonstrating an ischemic threshold at 45 mmHg 
(87). In the present experimental setup, aerobic conditions were at hand as long as 
the perfusion pressure was maintained above 41 mmHg. However, lactate produc-
tion and anaerobic conditions were demonstrated when IPP was reduced to 20 
mmHg. Consequently, anaerobic conditions are induced in the IPP interval 20-41 
mmHg. This is also in accordance with a recently presented study defining the IPP 
level that leads to mucosal ischemia in pigs to 35 mm Hg (87). A pHi level of 7.10 
at 80 minutes with an IPP of 20 mmHg seems reasonable when compared to levels 
presented in other reports. In Paper III we reported a pHi value of 7.05 as measured 
by continuous saline tonometry and 6.9 as measured by standard tonometry, both at 
60 minutes of total SMA occlusion (88). Further, Ljungdal and coworkers meas-
ured a pHi of 6.76 in the pig small bowel at 60 minutes of total SMA occlusion and 
similar values were reported by Boros and coworkers in the dog small bowel at 120 
minutes of total SMA occlusion (89, 90). There are studies defining threshold 
values for intestinal ischemia in terms of reductions in mesenteric blood flow and 
mesenteric oxygenation. Thus, in a porcine model, Heino and coworkers reported 
that signs of splanchnic tissue hypoxia started to develop when blood flow in the 
SMA was reduced by 70 % (91). Recently, in a similar model, Tenhunen reported 
that blood flow had to be reduced by 88% before gut luminal lactate increased (92). 
In Paper IV, the short unbranched central portion of the SMA trunk did not allow 
for proper blood flow measurement with a transit time flowprobe when the 
mechanical occluder and the intraarterial Seeman catheter were in place. Instead 
intestinal blood flow measurements were obtained by transit time flowmetry on the 
superior mesenteric vein. According to the results in Paper IV, aerobic metabolism 
is at hand when PO2 TISSUE ≥ 54 mmHg, IPP ≥ 41 mmHg, calculated pHi ≥ 7.22 and 
PCO2 gap ≤ 15.8 mmHg. 

Protective mechanisms against intestinal hypoxia (Paper IV) 

The main protective mechanisms against insufficient intestinal tissue oxygen 
perfusion are increased oxygen extraction, redistribution of blood flow towards the 
mucosa, and autoregulation of blood flow. Increased oxygen extraction accom-
plished by capillary recruitment is of great quantitative significance to maintain 
tissue oxygen perfusion at a state of low blood flow. In our study, the oxygen ex-
traction increased from 32% at control to 46% at a PSMA of 30 mm Hg. The in-
creased oxygen extraction maintained a constant oxygen uptake in spite of de-
creased oxygen delivery at incrementally reduced PSMA levels. Redistribution of 
blood flow towards the mucosa aiming at preserving nutritional blood flow at the 
tip of the intestinal villi, could not be verified in the present study as jejunal muco-
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sal blood flow (LDF) decreased in parallel with QMES during the incrementally re-
duced PSMA levels. Autoregulatory mechanisms reflected by positive Gf- values 
were demonstrated during reduction of PSMA from 70 to 50 mm Hg and from 50 to 
30 mmHg. These mechanisms were more powerful during the PSMA reduction from 
70 to 50 mm Hg than at the PSMA reduction from 50 to 30 mm Hg.  

Reperfusion (Papers III and IV) 

Our intention was not to perform extensive studies on intestinal circulation and 
metabolism during reperfusion after an ischemic insult. Reperfusion sequences in 
Papers III and IV were included to test continuous saline tonometry during reperfu-
sion and to compare it with other methods. In Paper III, where we used a continu-
ous saline tonometry system with a rise time of 112 minutes, a rise in pHi was re-
corded within 30 minutes after declamping of the SMA. During the following 90 
minutes a steady increase in pHi was seen, but pHi did not return to baseline during 
the 120 minutes long reperfusion period. This is indicative of a persistent mucosal 
ischemia two hours after declamping. In Paper IV where the improved saline 
tonometry equipment was used (rise time 59 minutes) the measured pHi was still 
decreased at 80 minutes after declamping, while oxygen transport variables and 
mesenteric blood flow parameters had returned to baseline values. This sustained 
decrease in pHi probably reflects an ongoing anaerobic mucosal metabolism also 
supported by a continuing lactate production. Two factors influence the lowered 
pHi values at the end of reperfusion in our studies: a true reflection of an incom-
plete metabolic recovery or probably to a lesser extent an incomplete equilibration 
in both the standard and the continuous saline tonometry equipment. This slow 
recovery of pHi following reperfusion has previously been described by others (93-
95). 

Dopexamine (Paper V) 

Circulatory effects of dopexamine have been described in many experimental 
models and clinical situations, but the value of dopexamine to improve regional 
and local metabolism is still unclear. Concerning the mesenteric circulatory effects 
of dopexamine hydrochloride, there are reports that either support (28, 33, 35, 96) 
or contradict (36, 97, 98) the beneficial effects of the drug on splanchnic perfusion. 
This discrepancy may be explained by the fact that circulatory effects of dopex-
amine have been studied under different circumstances as concerns clinical situa-
tion (31, 33, 36), choice of animal model (28, 37, 99-101) or study methodology 
(33, 99). In different clinical situations, such as during major surgery and during 
sepsis dopexamine has been shown to increase intestinal blood flow and to de-
crease intestinal vascular resistance (31, 33, 36). In a recent experimental porcine 
study dopexamine was found to induce intestinal vasodilation at an intestinal per-
fusion pressure of 30 mmHg (34). 

In Paper V the previously described ability of dopexamine to decrease intestinal 
vascular resistance and to increase intestinal blood flow was confirmed. In a state 
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of low perfusion pressure with decreased PO2TISSUE and pHi, administration of 
dopexamine had no beneficial effect on jejunal mucosal blood flow, and on the 
contrary increased mesenteric net lactate production. Further, both doses of dopex-
amine reduced PO2 TISSUE, decreased pHi and increased PCO2 gap. These negative 
metabolic effects of dopexamine in this experimental situation were unexpected 
and should be taken into account in situations of low perfusion pressures. The sig-
nificance of our findings is unclear, and in order to define indications and contrain-
dications for the use of dopexamine in a clinical situation with intestinal hypoper-
fusion further studies are required. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 
• We have developed an apparatus for continuous saline tonometry with 

good handling capabilities, reliable function and accurate readings both in 
vitro and in vivo. 

 

• Continuous saline tonometry performed well during eight hour animal 
experiments with stable hemodynamic conditions.  

 

• Decreases in pHi, induced by total SMA occlusion or by graded intestinal 
hypoperfusion, were quickly demonstrated by continuous saline tonometry, 
and the results were well in line with the results obtained by standard 
saline tonometry, by tissue oxygen tension monitoring, by laser doppler 
flowmetry, and by measurement of mesenteric net lactate flux. 

 

• Absence of anaerobic intestinal metabolism was verified at an IPP ≥41 
mmHg, pHi ≥ 7.22 and a PCO2 gap ≤ 15.8 mmHg. The improved 
continuous saline tonometry technique was easy to use and reliable for 
detection of mucosal ischemia.  

 

• The previously described ability of dopexamine to decrease intestinal 
vascular resistance and to increase intestinal blood flow was confirmed. 
Unexpectedly, dopexamine induced negative regional metabolic effects at 
low intestinal perfusion pressures. Therefore, the use of dopexamine in 
clinical situations with intestinal hypoperfusion is of uncertain benefit, and 
needs to be further investigated. 
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